List of Available Editors

**Evelyn Asher**  
evelynasher@charter.net, 828.719.7227  
Specializing in APA, education, leadership, technology and business

**Diane K. Baruch-Otto**  
dianebotto@gmail.com, 407.902.1884

**Jennifer Bruda**  
señoraplatz@hotmail.com, 352.264.7989

**Ken Booth**  
kenbooth@cox.net  
Formatting for ETD template

**Eleanor Deumens**  
eleanorohd@gmail.com  
Experience with history, literature, and other liberal arts and sciences subjects; Chicago, APA, SAA, and MLA styles

**Gretchen Fisk**  
gretchentfisk@gmail.com, 407.803.2961

**Sarah Graddy**  
sgraddy@gmail.com, 352.443.9187  
APA, MLA, Chicago. Can assist international students

**Anna Kendall**  
annakendall4@gmail.com  
Professional dissertation editor: specializes in APA

**Susan Mickelberry**  
smickelb@ufl.edu, 352.317.741

**Valerie Melina**  
valeriemelina1@gmail.com, experience with proof reading in the humanities and social sciences and working with international students

**Susan Murray**  
susan@susanmurrayediting.com, 352.514.6553  
Website: www.susanmurrayediting.com 30 years’ experience editing in humanities, both English and non-English students

**Al Popoli**  
editingwell2013@gmail.com, 865.307.0300,  
Specializes in scientific, medical and other technical writing, but also works in all subjects. Extensive experience with ETD formatting and working with individuals writing English as a second language.

**Sharleen Simpson**  
shsimpson@gmail.com, 352.371.1013  
Fluent in Spanish, 25 years with graduate students, experience in health, cultural studies and public health issues.

**Noelle Sterne, Ph.D**  
graduatestudiescoach@yahoo.com, 305.935.9307  
30 years of experience working with graduate students

**Anne Taylor**  
anetaylor56@gmail.com, 352.318.6475  
Familiar with the Editorial Office’s requirements, ETD formatting, and MLA, APA, CMS, Turabian, etc.

**Wendy Thornton**  
floridawendy@cox.net, 352.373.9619  
Familiar with ETD template, can work with foreign students in engineering and medical sciences fields

**Sujata Varma, Ph.D**  
sujatavarma@bellsouth.net, 352.371.3820  
20 years of experience as copyeditor for scholars and journals, both English and non-English students

NOTE: The Editorial Office has no provisions to evaluate the work of editors or binderies. If a candidate feels that services provided by anyone on this list are substandard, a letter should be forwarded to the Editorial Office advising of the dissatisfaction and appropriate measures will be made to remove the editor’s name from this list.